HELP – FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS ABOUT DOCUMENTS

WHICH DOCUMENTS DO I HAVE TO SUPPLY TO RECORD A DOMAIN NAME?

Before recording a .nc domain name, the creation of an account is necessary. 3 types of accounts are proposed: professional, association and private individual.

1. CREATION OF AN ACCOUNT

PROFESSIONALS and ASSOCIATIONS
You will need the company registration’s number to create a professional or an association account (www.isee.nc)

PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS
You will need to provide water, electricity or phone bill of more than 6 months ahead without exceeding a year (with your name that will confirm your residency in New Caledonia) The last income tax notice can substitute home proof certificate.

* Home proof certificate is not accepted by our service.

2. CREATION OF A DOMAIN NAME

Once the account has been created and the email address has been confirmed, you will be able to record a domain name through the 'Registration' section. Before starting the recording procedure, you will need the following information:

- the desired domain name
- the 2 DNS (domain name servers)
- the email address, the last name, the first name, the phone number of the contact
- A copy of the contact's ID card or passport (driving license is not considered as an ID proof).